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violencespikedinBaghdadaroundlastThanksgiving,
As SECTARIAN
Bush administrationspokespeoplefound themselvesengaged in a
strangesemanticfightwith American journalistsoverwhether the
conflict in Iraq is appropriately described as a civil war. It is not hard
to understandwhy the administration strongly resists the label.For one
thing, theU.S. media would interpret a change in theWhite House's
position on thisquestion as amajor concession, an open acknowledgment
of dashed hopes and failed policy. For another, the administration
worries that if theU.S. public comes to see the violence in Iraq as a

civilwar, itwill be even lesswilling to toleratecontinuedU.S. military
engagement. "If it's a civil war, what arewe doing there,mixed up in
someone else's fight?"Americans may ask.
But if semantics could matter a lot, it is less obvious whether they
should influence U.S. policy. Is it just amatter of domestic political
games and public perceptions, or does the existence of civilwar in Iraq
have implications forwhat can be achieved there and what strategy

Washington shouldpursue?
In fact, there is a civil war in progress in Iraq, one comparable in
important respects to other civilwars that have occurred in postcolonial
states with weak political institutions. Those cases suggest that the
Bush administration's political objective in Iraq-creating a stable,
peaceful, somewhat democratic regime that can survive the departure
of U.S. troops-is unrealistic. Given this unrealistic political objective,
military strategy of any sort is doomed to fail almost regardless of
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whether the administration goes with the "surge")
option, as President
George W. Bush has proposed, or shifts toward a pure trainingmission,
as advised by the Iraq Study Group.
Even if an increase in the number of U.S. combat troops reduces
violence inBaghdad and so buys time for negotiations on power sharing
in the current Iraqigovernment, there is no good reason to expect that

subsequentreductionswould not revivetheviolent power struggle.
Civil wars are rarelyended by stable power-sharing agreements.When
they are, it typically takes combatants who are not highly factionalized
and years of fighting to clarify the balance of power.Neither condition
is satisfied by Iraq at present. Factionalism among the Sunnis and the
Shiites approaches levels seen in Somalia, andmultiple armed groups
on both sides appear to believe that they could wrest control of the

governmentifU.S. forcesleft.Such beliefswill not changequickly
while large numbers of U.S. troops remain.
As the ethnic cleansing of Baghdad proceeds, the weak Shiite
dominated government is inevitably becoming an open partisan in a
nasty civilwar between Sunni and Shiite Arabs. As a result, President
Bush's commitment tomaking a "success"of the current government
will increasingly amount to siding with the Shiites, a position that is
morally dubious and probably not in the interest of either theUnited
States or long-term regional peace and stability.A decisive military

victoryby a Shiite-dominatedgovernment is not possible anytime
soon given the favorable conditions for insurgency fought from the

Sunni-dominated
provinces.
thiscourseencourages
Furthermore,
Sunni
nationalists to turn to alQaeda in Iraq for support against Shiite militias
and the Iraqi army. It also essentially alignsWashington with Tehran
against the Sunni-dominated states to thewest.
As long as theBush administration remains absolutely committed
to propping up the government of Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki
or a similarly configured successor, the U.S. government will have
limited leveragewith almost all of the relevant parties. By contrast,
moving away from absolute commitment-for example, by beginning
to shiftU.S. combat troops out of the central theaters-would increase
U.S. diplomatic and military leverage on almost all fronts. Doing so
would not allow the current or the next U.S. administration to bring

aquickend to thecivilwar,whichmost likelywill lastforsome time.
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But itwould allow theUnited States to play a balancing role between
the combatants thatwould be more conducive to reaching, in the long

run,a stableresolutioninwhich Sunni, Shiite, andKurdish interests
arewell represented in a decent Iraqi government. If the Iraqis ever
manage to settle on the power-sharing agreement that is the objective
of currentU.S. policy, itwill come only after bitter fighting in the civil
war that is already under way.

WAR

RECORDS

A CIVILWAR is a violent conflictwithin a country fought by organized
groups that aim to take power at the center or in a region, or to change
government policies. Everyday usage of the term "civilwar" does not
entail a clear threshold for how much violence is necessary to qualify
a conflict as a civil war, as opposed to terrorism or low-level political
strife. Political scientists sometimes use a threshold of at least
1,ooo killed over the course of a conflict. Based on this arguably rather
low figure, there have been around 125civilwars since the end ofWorld
War II, and there are roughly 20 ongoing today. If that threshold is
increased to an average of i,ooo people killed per year, there have
still been over go civil wars since 1945. (It is often assumed that the
prevalence of civil wars is a post-Cold War phenomenon, but in fact
the number of ongoing civil wars increased steadily from 1945 to the
early 199os, before receding somewhat to late-1970s levels.)The rateof
killing in Iraq--easily more than 6o,ooo in the last threeyears-puts
the conflict in the company of many recent ones that are routinely
described as civil wars (for example, those in Algeria, Colombia,
Guatemala, Peru, and Sri Lanka). Indeed, even the conservative
estimate of 6o,ooo deaths would make Iraq the ninth-deadliest
civil war since 1945 in terms of annual casualties.
A major reason for the prevalence of civil wars is that they have
been hard to end.Their average duration since 1945has been about ten
years, with half lasting more than seven years. Their long duration
seems to result from theway inwhich most of these conflicts have been
fought: namely, by rebel groups using guerrilla tactics, usually operating
in rural regions of postcolonial countries with weak administrative,

police, an4d
military capabilities.Civil wars like thatof theUnited
[4]
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States, featuring conventional armies facing off along well-defined
fronts, have been highly unusual. Farmore typical have been conflicts
such as those inAlgeria, Colombia, Sri Lanka, and southern and
western Sudan. As these cases illustrate, ruralguerrilla warfare can be
an extremely robust tactic, allowing relatively small numbers of rebels
to gain partial control of large amounts of territory for years despite
expensive and brutal military campaigns against them.
The civilwar in Iraq began in 2004 as a primarily urban guerrilla

struggleby Sunni insurgentgroupshoping to driveout theUnited
States and to regain the power held by Sunnis under Saddam Hussein.
It escalated in 2006 with the proliferation and intensification of

violence by Shiite militias, who ostensibly seek to defend Shiites
from the Sunni insurgents andwho have pursued this endwith "ethnic
cleansing" and a great deal of gang violence and thuggery.
This sort of urban guerrilla warfare and militia-based conflict
differs from the typical post-1945 civil war, but there are analogues.

One little-discussedbut usefulcomparison
is theviolent conflict thatwrackedTurkish What
happened in
citiesbetween 1977and 1980.According to
standardestimates, fighting among local Lebanon in 1975-76
militias andparamilitariesaligning them may offer thebest
selveswith "the left"or "the right"killed

insight intowhat will
of attacksandcounterattacks,
assassinations,happen in Iraq.

more than 20 people per day in thousands

anddeath-squadcampaigns.
Beginningwith
amassacre by rightists in the city of Kahramanmaras inDecember1978,

the left-rightconflictsspiraledinto ethnicviolence,pitting Sunnis
against Alawites against Kurds against Shiites in various cities.
As in Iraq today, the organization of the Turkish combatants
was highly local and factionalized, especially on the left; the fighting
often looked like urban gang violence. But, also as in Iraq, the gangs
and militias had shady ties to the political parties controlling the
democratically elected national parliament aswell. (Indeed, one might
describe the civil conflicts inTurkey then and in Iraqnow as "militiaized

partypolitics.")Intensepoliticalrivalries
between the leadingTurkish
politicians, alongwith their politically useful ties to the paramilitaries,

preventedthedemocraticregimefrommoving decisivelyto end the
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violence. Much as in Iraq today, the elected politicians fiddled while
the cities burned. Fearing that the lower ranks of themilitary were

becoming infectedwith the violent factionalismof the society at
large,military leadersundertook a coup in September 1980, afterwhich
they unleashed amajor wave of repression against militias and gang
members of both the left and the right.At the price of military rule
(forwhat turned out to be three years), the urban terrorwas ended.
Especially if theUnited States withdraws from Iraq, the odds are
good that amilitary coup inwhich some subset of the Iraqi army
leadership declares that the elected government is not working and
that a strong hand isnecessary to impose orderwill result. It isunlikely,
however, that amilitary regime in Iraqwould be able to follow the
example of the one inTurkey in the early 1980S.The Turkish military
was a strong institution with enough autonomy and enough loyalty
to the Kemalist national ideal that it could act independently of
the divisions tearing the country apart.Although the army favored the
rightmore than the left,Turkish citizens saw it as largely standing apart
thus as a credible intervenor. By
from the factional fighting-and
contrast, the Iraqi army and, even more, the Iraqi police force appear
to have little autonomy from society and politics. The police look like
militia members in different uniforms, sometimes with some U.S.
training. The army has somewhat more institutional coherence and
autonomy, but it is Shiite-dominated and has few functional mixed
units. Some evidence suggests that high-level figures in the army
are facilitating, if not actively pursuing, ethnic cleansing. Accordingly,
a power grab by a subset of the army leadership would be widely
interpreted as a power grab by a particular Shiite faction-and could
lead the army to break up along sectarian and, possibly, factional lines.
What happened in Lebanon in 1975-76 may offer better insights
intowhat is likely to happen in Iraq.As violence between Christian
militias and Palestine Liberation Organization factions started to
escalate in 1975, the Lebanese army leadership initially stayed out of
the conflict, realizing that the armywould splinter if it tried to intervene.
But as the violence escalated, the army eventually did intervene-and
broke apart. Lebanon then entered a long period of conflict during
which an array of Christian, Sunni, Shiite, and PLOmilitias fought
one another off and on (asmuch within sectarian groups as between
[6]
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Iraq in ruins:picking up rubbleaftera blast at the

Golden
Mosque inSamarra,Iraq,February26,
2006

them).SyrianandIsraeli
military involvementsometimesreducedand
sometimesescalatedtheviolence.Alliances shifted,often in surprising
ways.The Syrians, for example,initiallysidedwith theChristians
against the PLO.
A similar scenario is alreadyplaying out in Iraq.
Whether U. S. forces
stay or go, Iraq south of the Kurdish areaswill probably look more

andmore likeLebanon during its long civilwar. Effectivepolitical
will devolveto regions,cities,andevenneighborhoods.
authority
After
a periodof ethniccleansingand fightingtodrawlines,an equilibrium
with lower-level,more intermittentsectarianviolencewill set in,
punctuatedby largercampaignsfinancedandaidedby foreignpowers.
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Violence andexploitationwithin sectswill most likelyworsen, as the
neighborhood militias and gangs that carried out the ethnic cleansing

fightamong themselvesover turf,protectionrackets,and
increasingly
trade.As inLebanon, therewill probably be a good deal of intervention

by neighboringstates-especially Iran-but it will not necessarily
bring them great strategic gains. To the contrary, itmay bring them a
great deal of grief, just as it has theUnited States.

LEARNING

TO

SHARE?

WHEN THEY do finally end, civil wars typically conclude with a
decisive military victory for one side. Of the roughly 55 civil wars
fought for control of a central government (asopposed to for secession
or regional autonomy) since 1955, fully 75 percent ended with a clear

victoryforone side.The governmentultimatelycrushedthe rebelsin
at least 40 percent of the 55cases,whereas the rebelswon control of the

centerin35percent.Power-sharingagreementsthatdivideup control
of a central government among the combatants have been far less
common. By my reckoning, at best, 9 of the SScases, or about 16percent,
ended this way. Examples include El Salvador in 1992, South Africa
in 1994, and Tajikistan in 1997.
If successful power-sharing agreements rarelyend civilwars, it isnot
for lack of effort. Negotiations on power sharing are common in the
midst of civilwars, as are failed attempts, often with the help of outside
intervention by states or international institutions, to implement such
agreements. The point of departure for both the Rwandan genocide in
1994 and the rebel attack that ended it, for example,was the failureof an
extensive power-sharing agreement between theRwandan government,
Hutu opposition parties, and theTutsi insurgents.
Power-sharing agreements rarelywork in large part because civil
wars cause combatants to be organized in away that produces mutually
reinforcing fears and temptations: combatants are afraid that the other
sidewill use force to grab power and at the same time are tempted to
use force to grab power themselves. If one militia fears that another
will try to use force towin control of the army or a city, then it has a
strong incentive to use force to prevent this.The other militia under
stands this incentive,which gives it a good reason to act exactly as the
[8]
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firstmilitia feared. In the face of these mutual, self-fulfilling fears,
agreements on paper about dividing up or sharing control of political
offices, the military, or, say, oil revenues are often just that-paper.
They may survivewhile a powerful third party implicitly threatens to
prevent violent power grabs (as theUnited States has done in Iraq),
but they are likely to disintegrate otherwise.
The Bush administration has attempted to help put in place an
Iraqigovernment based on a power-sharing agreement among Shiite,
Sunni, and Kurdish leaders, but it has done so in the midst of an
escalating civil war. The historical evidence suggests that this is a
Sisyphean task.The effective provision of security by an intervening
powermay even undermine the belief that the government could stand
on its own without the third party's backing. U.S. military intervention
in Iraq is thus unlikely to produce a government that can survive by
itselfwhether the troops stay tenmore months or tenmore years.
Could Iraq in 2007 be one of the rare cases inwhich power sharing
successfully ends a civil war? Examining earlier such cases suggests
that they have two distinctive features thatmake power sharing feasible.
First, a stable agreement is typically reached only after a period of
fighting has clarified the relativemilitary capabilities of the various
sides. Each side needs to come to the conclusion that it cannot get
everything itwants by violence. For example, theDayton agreement
that divided power among the parties to the Bosnian war required
not only NATO intervention to get them to the table and enforce the
deal but also more than three years of intense fighting, which had
brought the combatants essentially to a stalemate by the summer ofiL995.
(Even then, the agreement would not have held, and the government
would surely have collapsed, if not for a continued third-party
guarantee from NATOand effective sovereign control by theOffice of

theHigh RepresentativecreatedunderDayton.)
Second, a power-sharing deal tends to hold only when every side
is relatively cohesive. How can one party expect that another will live
up to its obligations if it has no effective control over its own members?
Attempts to construct power-sharing deals to end civilwars inBurundi
and Somalia, for example, have been frustrated for years by factionalism

within rebelgroups.Conversely,the consolidationof powerby one
rebelfactioncan sometimesenablea peaceagreement-as occurred
FORE IGN A FFA IRS March/April/2007
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prior to the deal that ended the first war between Khartoum and

southernSudanese rebels in 1972.
Neither of these conditions holds for Iraq. First, there aremany

significant(andwell-armed)Sunni groups that seem to believe that
without U.S. troops present, they could win back control of Baghdad
and the rest of the country. And there aremany Shiites, including
many with guns, who believe that as themajority group they can and

willmaintainpoliticaldominationof Iraq.
Moreover,amongtheShiites,
Muqtada al-Sadr seems to believe that he could wrest control from
his rivalsif theUnited States left. Indeed, if theUnited Stateswithdraws,

violence between Shiite militias will likely escalate further.Open
fightingbetween Shiitemilitias might, in turn,reaffirmthe Sunni
insurgents' belief that theywill be able to retake power.
Second, both the Sunnis and the Shiites arehighly factionalized, at the
national political leveland at the levelof neighborhood militias and gangs.
Shiite politicians are divided into at least fourmajor parties, and one of
these,Dawa (the party of PrimeMinister Maliki), has historically been
divided into threemajor factions. Sadr is constantly described in theU.S.
media as the leader of the largest and most aggressive Shiite militia in
Iraq,but it has never been clear if he can controlwhat themilitias who
praise his name actuallydo.The IraqiSunnis are similarlydivided among
tribesoutside of Baghdad, and the organizational anarchyof Sunni Islam

seemstomake groupwidecoordinationextremelydifficult.
IfMaliki had the authority of a Nelson Mandela, and a party
organization with the (relative) coherence and dominance of the
African National Congress in the antiapartheid struggle, he would be
able tomove more effectively to incorporate and co-opt various Sunni
leaders into the government without fear of undermining his own
power relative to thatof his various Shiite political adversaries.He would
also be better able tomake credible commitments to deliver on promises
made to Sunni leaders.As it is, intra-Shiite political rivalries render the
new government almost completely dysfunctional. Its ministers see
their best option as cultivating militias (or ties tomilitias) for current
and coming fights, extortion rackets, and smuggling operations.
Tragically, more civil war may be the only way to reach a point
where power sharing could become a feasible solution to the problem

of governingIraq.
More fightingholds theprospectof clarifyingthe
[10]
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Shiites live. In other words, the currentU.S. policy probably will not
lead to a decisive military victory anytime soon, if ever.And even if it
did, would Washington want it to?The rise

of a brutal, ethnically exclusivist,Shiite
dominatedgovernmentinBaghdadwould

Iraqi leaderscould end
further the perception of Iran as the ascendant up cooperating-but
regionalpower.Moreover,U.S. backingfor only aftera longperiod
such a government would give Iraqi Sunnis
and the Sunni-dominatedcountriesin the of fighting.

Middle East no reason not to support al
Qaeda as an ally in Iraq. By spurring these states to support Sunni

forcesfightingtheShiitegovernment,suchbackingwould ultimately
pit theUnited States against those states in a proxy war.
To avail itself of more attractive policy options, the Bush admin

istration(or its successor)must breakoff itsunconditionalmilitary
support for the Shiite-dominated government that it helped bring to

powerinBaghdad.
Washington'scommitmenttoMaliki'sgovernment
undermines U.S. diplomatic and military leveragewith almost every
relevant party in the country and the region. Starting tomove away
from this commitment by shifting combat troops out of the central
theaters could, accordingly, increase U.S. leverage with almost all
parties.The currentShiite political leadershipwould then have incentives
to try to gain back U. S.military support by, for example, making more

Sunnis into thegovernmentor reining
genuineeffortsto incorporate
in Shiite militias. (Admittedly, whether it has the capacity to do either

isunclear.)As U.S. troopsdeparted,Sunni insurgentgroupswould
begin to see theUnited States less as a committed ally of the "Persians"
and more as a potential source of financial or even military backing.
Washington would also havemore leveragewith Iran and Syria, because
theU.S. military would not be completely bogged down inBaghdad
and Anbar Province-and
because both of those countries have a
direct interest in avoiding increased chaos in Iraq.
Again, none of this would make for a quick end to the civil war,
which will probably last for some time in any event. But itwould allow
theUnited States tomove toward a balancing role thatwould be more

conducivetoultimately
gaininga stableresolutioninwhich Sunni,Shiite,
andKurdish interestsarerepresentedin a decent Iraqigovernment.
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JamesD. Fearon

Despite the horrificviolence currentlytearingIraqapart, in the
long run there is hope for the return of a viable Iraqi state based on
a political bargain among Sunni, Shiite, and Kurdish leaders. Indeed,
they may end up cooperating on terms set by a constitution similar
to the current one-although only after a significant period of fighting.
The basis for an Iraqi state is the common interest of all parties,

especially the elites, in the efficient exploitationof oil resources.
Continued

civil war could persuade Shiite leaders that they cannot

fullyenjoyoil profitsandpoliticalcontrolwithout adequatelybuying
off Sunni groups, who can maintain a costly insurgency. And civil
war could persuade the Sunnis that a return to Sunni dominance and
Shiite quiescence is impossible. Kurdish leaders have an interest in the
autonomy they have already secured but with access to functioning oil

pipelinesleadingsouth.
There are, of course, other possible outcomes of continued civil
war in Iraq, including a formal breakup of the country or a decisive
victory south of the Kurdish areas by a Sunni- or Shiite-dominated
military organization thatwould impose a harsh dictatorship. Insofar
as the United States can influence the ultimate outcome, neither
of these is as good a long-term policy objective as a power-sharing
agreement. As the Iraq Study Group has argued, attempting to

impose somekind of partitionwould probablyincreasethekilling.
In addition, there are no obvious defensible borders to separate
Sunnis from Shiites; the Sunnis would not rest content with an oil-poor
patch of western Iraq; it is not clear that new Sunni, Shiite, and
Kurdish states would be much more peaceful than Iraq is at present;
and therewould be considerable economic inefficiencies frommaking
three states from one in this area. It is conceivable that civil war
will someday lead the combatants in Iraq to agree on Iraq'spartition
anyway, but this is a decision for Iraqis rather than outsiders tomake.
Most civilwars end with a decisive military victory-and this one
a decisive military victory and political dictatorship
may aswell-but
for some Sunni or Shiite group is even less appealing as a long-term
U.S. policy objective.A decisivemilitary victory for a Shiite-dominated
faction would favor both Iran and alQaeda, and a decisive victory for
Sunni insurgents would amount to restoring oppressive minority

rule,amajor reasonfor the currentmess.
[14]
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Iraq'sCivil War
Two less extreme outcomes would bemuch better formost Iraqis, for
regional peace and stability,and forU.S. interests in the region.The first
would be a power-sharing agreement among a smallnumber of fraqiactors
who actually commanded amilitary force and controlled territory,to be
stabilized at least initially by an international peacekeeping operation.
The secondwould be the riseof a dominant military forcewhose leader
had both the inclination and the ability to cut dealswith local "warlords"
or political bosses from allother groups.Neither outcome can be imposed
at this point by theUnited States. Both could be reached only through
fighting and bargaining carried out primarily by Iraqis.
To facilitate either outcome, the U.S. government would have to
pursue a policy of balancing, using diplomatic, financial, and possibly
some military tools to encourage the perception that no one group or
faction can win without sharing power and resources. A balancing

policymight be pursuedfrom"offshore,"
implemented
mainly by sup
plying monetary and material support to tactical allies, or "onshore,"
possibly drawing on air strikes or other forms of U.S. military interven
tion originating from bases in Iraq or close by.The mechanics would
necessarily depend on a complicated set of diplomatic, political, and
military contingencies. The important point is that the only alternative
to some form of balancing policy would be to support decisive victory
by one side or the other,which would probably be undesirable even in
the unlikely event that victory came soon.

Even if thecoming"surge"inU.S. combattroopsmanages to lower
therateof killinginBaghdad,verylittlein relevant
historicalexperience
or the facts of this case suggests thatU.S. troopswould not be stuck
in Iraq for decades, keeping sectarian and factional power struggles
at bay while fending off jihadist and nationalist attacks. The more
likely scenario is that the Bush administration's commitment to the

"success"
oftheMaliki government
willmake theUnited Statespassively
complicit in amassive campaign of ethnic cleansing. Standing back to
adopt amore evenhanded policy in the civil war already in progress
is amore sensible and defensible course. To pursue it, the Bush ad
ministration or its successor would first have to give up on the idea
that a few more U.S. brigades or a change inU.S. tacticswill make
for an Iraq that can, in President Bush's words, "govern itself, sustain
itself, and defend itself" once U.S. troops are gone.0
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